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Records of a Hearing is one of the most important legal writs in the hearing 
proceeding, because it is the detailed record of the whole procedure in which the 
opinions of litigant were heard, argued and testified by administrative departments 
and is the key element for the guaranty of the effective and perfect running of the total 
proceeding of hearing. This paper makes an arguement of the fundamental 
requirement for the keeping and preserving of Records of a Hearing and its concept, 
character and significance by a comparative study on the different practice of different 
countries in the world. The focus of this paper is on the legal effect, the author makes 
a new argument on the legal effect of Hearing to the administrative decision and 
judicial decision. At the end of this paper, the author gives a study on the defect of our 
country’s proceeding of hearing and makes a personal suggestion for its improvement 
to be more perfect. 
The content of this paper is divided into 4 parts, besides the preface and ends: 
The first chapter is the summary of Records of a Hearing. This chapter gives a 
general introduction of the concept and character of the Records of the Hearing and 
makes a detailed interpretation of its significance. 
The second chapter makes a study on the fundamental requirement of Records of 
a Hearing. The content of this chapter includes the introduction of the assuming, 
obviation, qualification, and liability of the secretary of the hearing, the actual content, 
making, deposit and fundamental requirement of the Records. 
The third chapter studies on the legal effect of the Records. This chapter 
summarizes the theory and opinions on the legal effect in this field in China and many 
other countries, and makes it theoretically clear that the internal theory is of defect in 
many aspects. Then, this chapter makes a explanation of the legal effect in the 
administrative decision and judicial decision of the Records and Files of Hearing. 
The fourth chapter gives a value-oriented introduction of the Records of the 
Hearing and makes a study on the question of how to make it more perfect from an 
aspect of legislation. This chapter argues that Records of a Hearing shall be of some 
appropriate value practically and theoretically, and gives a interpretation of the defects 














the legislation on Records of Hearing fit for our country.  
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